
                                  THE WINCHESTER SCHOOL, JEBEL ALI 
 

Date: Thursday 6th January 2022 Audience: Year 7 Students and staff Venue: Virtual Platform 

Title: SHARING Term 2 EXPECTATIONS YEAR 7 – Key Stage 3 

Presenters / Conductors-: Ms. Nirmal / Ms. Caren Miranda / Ms. Dina Elemam 

Aims & Objectives: To further enhance students to be set positive behaviour and work towards the school expectations and 
responsibilities. 
To analyse the importance of wellbeing and responsible positive  behaviour for a successful pathway. 
Summary:  The assembly was conducted on Thursday 6th January 2022, the main objective of the session was to enlighten 
students on the expectations and responsibilities in school and to analyse the importance of responsible behaviour for a 
successful pathway. The assembly was highly informative HOYs started the assembly by sharing the school’s new timing and 
emphasising the importance of punctuality and coming to school with the correct uniform as well as student’s ID card etc. 
Ms.Nirmal, Head of Key stage 3 , reiterated the need of respectful behaviour for being a success member of the student 
community. HOYS enlightened students on  bullying - physical, emotional and cyber bullying and shared scenarios of 
acceptable behaviour. The assembly was an eye opener and highly helpful for students to set their targets , new year resolutions 
and get geared up for a successful Term 2. Towards the end of the assembly students were encouraged to analyse some 
scenarios and give their feedback in the following Padlet link: 
https://gemsedu-
my.sharepoint.com/:b:/p/dina_e2_win/EcV5Hxx0vANOlLh6ipd3wp0B9hOS0TG4IvN5xUEKGC9nkg?e=oGsFka  
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Student/Parent/Teacher Feedback: 
 
The assembly was very informative and well coordinated. It helped students to understand and prepare for the success of Term 2 and to 
spread the word of kindness and respect. / Corbin Knox 7H 
First of all, the assembly was splendid and packed with loads of important information for students - Laiba Yasir 7H 
The assembly was amazing and I learned a lot from it and I am confident that others will benefit too. Thank you so much for putting  a lot of  
effort to impart us with important lessons. / Christa 7A 
Organized by:  Ms. Nirmal Rani HOK -3, Year 7 HOYs : Ms. Caren Miranda / Ms. Dina Elemam. 
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